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Nova EsperanÃ§a offers no future for Liege Neves as a gangrat and daughter of the favelas. With
one goal in mindâ€”to save her younger sister and ailing grandfather from a difficult and hopeless
futureâ€”Liegeâ€™s only option is the Federation Navy. Scoring higher on her entrance exams than
anyone had expected, Liege enlists as a corpsman and hopes for a safe career that will allow her to
get her AvÃ³ the help he requires.The needs of the Navy always take precedence, however, and
instead of an expected hospital billet, Liegeâ€™s life takes a dangerous turn when her first set of
orders is to the Fleet Marine Corps instead. After being trained to heal and save lives, she is
suddenly issued a weapon and thrust into combat to defend the Federation. Face-to-face with war,
destruction, and the probability to both save and take lives, Liege must find the strength, discipline,
and courage within herself to protect her family and brothers-in-arms and earn the time-honored title
of "Doc."This is the third book in the series. Each book focuses on the careers of three women: two
Marines and a Navy corpsmen. While all three protagonists are connected at one point, each of the
novels stands alone in its own right.
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this book reminded me of some of our corpsman. it should be a must read for any Marine. I started
to tear up when I read some of the book. I remembered Haston who after being wounded and being
assigned to a ship so that he would not have to serve with the FMF any longer. took his seabag and
deserted the navy and came back to Vietnam to First Force Recon Co. and told the first sergeant
that he was awol and wanted to be with his Marines. and then there was the corpsman who went
down to take care of Totten and was killed. sorry a cannot think of his name but I can still see his
face as if he was standing in front of me. one tough sailor. I love all the corpsman they are the best.
God love them and take them to heaven first.

This series contains 3 stand alone novel. The three books weave together but don't depend on each
other. This is an excellent series. There are a lot of fight scenes and great background keeping the
story focused on how the heroine deals with life while they are off the front line. I recommend this
book and series wholeheartedly. Boo-rah!

This is about as good as it gets as far as military science fiction. Very well written and edited. As a
retired Navy E-6 I enjoyed reading about my Marine brethren. I was on the aviation side, but the
military speak resonated with me. Always had deep respect for the HMs that served with the
Marines. A great read and highly recommend this book.

Excellent military sci-fi/fantasy about a corpsman in the near future. Brazee blends real life
situations and procedures with every so slightly tweaked technology to create Liege, my newest
favorite character. I hope there is more to read about her in the future (no pun intended!).

I am a retired Marine and have enjoyed every book the author has written, this is another great
book.As a Marine I want to add my heartfelt gratitude to all of the Navy Corpsman that have helped
my Marines. I have nothing but respect and admiration for them.Read the book, you will enjoy it!

I have read a lot of J. P. Brazee books and really enjoyed the main series with Ryck Lysander
although by the time I was getting to this last ones I was a bit bored so his 'female' series being 1
books each were fresh and excellent but for some reason this one of the 3 female books was just
the best for me. I love that the book covers many of the same battles and same people that Sniper
and Gladiator and gave different views and thoughts.The character in this one just appealed to me

much more and watching her grow and learn was great. The action was excellent and I was
surprised I did not get bored as it was only towards that lots of real fighting happened although
various action/fights keep happening thru the book too.I think this is a good example why a single
book can just totally outweigh a 8 part series too. Yes, it could have been a 3 book series easily by
itself but I was very happy with it and of course the wrap up at the end, I do love happy endings so
thanks for that too.So sum up, great character, great story with good action designed to suit most
people, excellent value at $3.99 and I was amazed when I read it was only 228 pages as so much
was packed into the story so well.

Col. Breeze knows Marines and he knows battle. It's too bad there isn't a 50 Star rating because
this definitely deserves it. This is pure military science fiction with the emphasis on military. Semper
Fi

As a former hospital corpsman myself , I really loved this book? At first. The terminology an Naval &
Marine corps acronyms were dead on. I too was a Marine Corpsman much preferring the dignity
and honor of service within the Corps to that of the drink your paycheck partying of the navy that I
was exposed to in my first year of service. But I digress , to refer to this barely short story as a book
is ridiculous. I was just beginning to really enjoy the character in the story when it abruptly stopped. I
thought at first I had inadvertently gotten a sample of the book. But upon trying to purchase the rest
I couldn't find it. It appears that there isn't any. ...If this is the authors attempted manner of
introducing his stories ,that's o.k. but call it what it is a short, VERY short story.I've seen several of
these new internet authors that bust out a first book ,to hook the reader then the next is $1-3 dollars
and the third $9-10 dollars with each one decreasing in quality or leaving you with a cliffhanger
ending that you must buy. If that's the case I would say shame on you for using your familiarity with
military jargon and camaraderie to push your product.I truly hope that isn't the case. It seems
difficult to me to believe that someone with such an understanding of the brotherhood of all soldiers
could do such a thing. I am rather thinking that somehow I just got an abruptly short book by
accident !!
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